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Be inspired by the extraordinary and explore exciting new
possibilities with appliances rooted in cutting edge technology. 
Siemens Home appliances enrich life through innovation and stylish 
design.

The future moving in.



Intuitive sensor
controlled appliances,
rooted in cutting-edge
technology.



The premium free standing range of Siemens Home Appliances 
showcases an outstanding range of sensor-controlled products that 
can automatically detect, evaluate and regulate the appliances’ 
key operational elements to deliver outstanding performance and 
results. The technology includes everything, from dishwashers that 
will automatically adjust their cycle time based on the degree of 
dirt, sensor-controlled cooling appliances that deliver long-lasting 
food freshness, washing machines with automatic detergent dosing 
features, and oven sensors that will prevent any food from being 
overcooked.

With the range including iQ700, iQ500 and iQ300 appliances 
experience uncompromising design, innovation and technology, 
be inspired when power meets intelligence, and enjoy outstanding 
results from Siemens Home Appliances.

Siemens Home Appliances is proud to offer a 3 year warranty across 
the majority of our free standing range for added peace of mind. This 
warranty covers all manufacturing and material faults.

For the machines featured in this brochure, we are also able to offer 
longer warranties on certain parts. This includes a 10 year Anti-Rust 
warranty on all dishwashers, a 10 year Compressor Drive warranty on 
selected cooling appliances, a 10 year iQdrive® warranty on selected 
washing machines and AquaStop lifetime warranty on selected 
washing machines and dishwashers. terms and conditions apply

Year Warranty

3

Warranties.



Welcome
home.

Like and follow us on social media for the latest updates
about our products, features and innovations.

Search Siemens Home SA

Introducing coordinated and 
intelligently designed appliances 
by Siemens Home Appliances. 

Explore the entire freestanding range for even more flexibility 
and time-saving solutions that help support busy lifestyles. The 
range includes Laundry appliances with The i-Dos system which 
automatically determines how much detergent is needed for 
each of your wash loads, based on the weight of the laundry and 
programme used. Selected dishwashers in our range feature the
Zeolith® drying system - a technological innovation that sets new 
standards for drying performance and energy efficiency. Siemens 
fridges all include clever hyperFresh food preservation technology 
helping to keep your food fresher for longer. The outstanding 
Siemens freezers with the noFrost sensor never have to be defrosted. 
All Siemens’ freestanding appliances work in harmony to create a 
spectacular experience for your home and kitchen.
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Washing machines energy labelling
The aim of the energy efficiency label 
is to offer consumers a standardised 
method of choosing the most energy 
efficient appliance, while at the same 
time offering you the best possible 
washing results.
Washing machines use the Cotton 60°C 
programme as its standard programme 
upon which energy efficiency, 
washing performance and spin-drying 
performance levels are rated.
The energy label for washing machines 
compromises 3 classifications (ranging 
from “A” to “D” rating) namely:
•  Energy efficiency
•  Washing performance
•  Spin-drying performance

Tumble dryers energy labelling
There is a difference between 
condensation and vented dryers, with 
condensation dryers having a lower 
energy efficiency than vented dryers.

Dishwashers energy labelling
The aim of the energy label of the 
dishwasher is to reduce energy 
consumption, while at the same time 
not having any adverse effect on the 
cleaning and drying performance of 
the appliance. Dishwashers, in  general, 
use the Eco50°C programme as its 
standard programme upon which 
energy consumption is rated. The 
energy label for dishwashers comprises 
3 classifications namely:
•  Energy efficiency
•  Cleaning performance
•  Drying performance

Fridges and freezers energy labelling
Fridges and freezers are the most 
hardworking appliances in your kitchen 
as they are on the go 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. The energy 
label is able to provide information 
about their performance and physical 
characteristics. These include the 
annual consumption of energy (in kWh 
p/a) as well as the storage volume of 
the compartments (in Litres).
All Siemens cooling appliances, even 
the entry level models have very 
efficient energy ratings.
It is important to note that the energy 
label supplies you with the net volume 
as opposed to the gross volume of the 
unit.
This is the usable volume of the fridge 
as opposed to the overall volume, and 
can therefore be relatively important 
when making a decision as to which 
unit is best for you. Siemens cooling 
products have been converted to CFC 
and HFC free materials in 1993 already. 
This means that the harmful substances 
previously used in the insulation 
materials have been replaced with 
environmentally friendly natural gases 
which do not damage the ozone layer 
or increase the harmful greenhouse 
effect.

Technologies that not only 
improve our everyday life, 
but our future too.
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Dishwasher

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(based on test results of manufacturer’s standard cycle 
using cold water fill)

Actual energy consumption will depend on 
how the appliance is used.

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 50242

A
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XYZ
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Less efficient

Cleaning performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Drying performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Standard place settings
Water consumption, L/cycle
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Clothes 
washer - dryer

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(to wash and dry a full capacity load at 60 ˚c)
Washing (only), kWh/cycle
Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used.

Noise    Washing

(dB(A) re 1 pW)  Spinning

  Drying 

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 50229
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XY
XY
XY

XYZ

XYZ

XYZ
XYZ
XYZ

More efficient

Less efficient

Washing performance (A: higher  G: lower)

Spin speed (rpm)

Capacity (cotton), kg:   Washing
                      Drying
Water consumption, L
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Small/Medium
Oven

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh
Heating function:

Conventional

Forced air convection
(Based on standard load)

Usable volume, L

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 60350-1

A
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Less efficient
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Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/year
(based on standard test results for 24 h)

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used and where it is located

Fresh food volume, litre

Frozen food volume, litre

Noise (optional)
(dB(A) re 1 pW)

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 62552

B
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Fridge
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Less efficient
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Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/year
(based on standard test results for 24 h)

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used and where it is located

Fresh food volume, litre

Frozen food volume, litre

Noise (optional)
(dB(A) re 1 pW)

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 62552
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ENERGY
Tumble 

dryer

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle
(based on standard test results for dry cotton cycle)

Actual energy consumption will depend on 
how the appliance is used.

Capacity (cotton), kg
Air vented 

Noise (Optional)

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   

D

XYZ 

XY

XYZ

More efficient

Less efficient

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS  61121

Further information is contained in the product brochure.

Norm SANS 60456
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Washing 
machine

Manufacturer

Model

Energy consumption, kWh/cycle

Actual energy consumption will depend on how the 
appliance is used.

Spin drying performance 
(A: higher  G: lower)

Spin speed (rpm)

Noise    Washing

(dB(A) re 1 pW)   Spinning

B

XYZ 

ABCDEFG

XYZ 

YZ 
YZ 

XYZ
XYZ

Capacity (cotton), kg

Water consumption, L

More efficient

Less efficient

A+++

A++

A+

A

B

C

D

Energy efficiency ratings
Energy efficiency labels are informative labels affiliated to manufactured products. These labels are able to indicate a products 
energy performance in order to provide consumers with the necessary data for making informed purchase decisions.
The more efficient a product is the less energy it requires and the more you get for your money. Not only is this saving of 
electricity good for your wallet, but it is good for the environment too; between 1995 and 2000 there has been a saving of 
three-quarter million-tons of CO2 alone in Europe, by improving the technique of large household appliances. The energy 
label ranks the appliance’s efficiency from “A+++” to “D”.
These are categorised as follows:
Class A+++ to A+ excellent
Class A to B good
Class C to D average
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Home Connect Ready
What can you do with your smart washer and dryer? Control 
them from your mobile. With Remote Control, you can ask your 
smart washer with Home Connect to stick to a schedule. You 
can control it from anywhere and it will be ready when you 
need it. You will also receive notifications when the level of 
detergent or softener is low or when the current programme 
ends. Laundry has never been so easy!

Laundry.
Welcome to a range
designed around you.

Siemens Washing Machines, and Tumble 
Dryers deliver outstanding results every 
time.

Sleek, streamlined, and stylish, Siemens laundry appliances not only look great 
in your home, they perform perfectly too. With state-of-the-art technology
Siemens washing machines are extremely energy efficient, easy to use, and 
most importantly designed to save you time and money.

All Siemens tumble dryers feature sensor drying, which provides uniform 
drying results, and makes over-drying a thing of the past. All Siemens tumble 
dryers have been developed to make laundry easier and less of a chore.

Year Warranty

3

AquaStop

Warranty
Lifetime

3 Year Warranty
A Siemens Three Year Warranty is available on all Siemens
freestanding washing machine and tumble dryer models listed
in this brochure to protect against any manufacturing and
material faults and defects during this warranty period.

iQdrive® 10 Year Warranty
The iQdrive® Motor Warranty is available on selected laundry
machines to protect against any defects to the iQdrive® motor.

Lifetime AquaStop Warranty
Selected Siemens laundry appliances have a lifetime AquaStop
warranty to protect against water damage caused by a 
defective AquaStop system. For models with this warranty 
please check the matrix.

Siemens laundry warranties:
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Excellent washing results and 
drying performance with iSensoric.

iSensoric, the intelligent, sensor-controlled technology 
enables a variety of highly automated features to exploit 
the full potential of your SiemensHome Appliances.

Models shown: WM14U840EU avantgarde washing machine 
and WT47X940EU avantgarde tumble dryer



Clear displays for easy selection.

The Home Connect App means you 
can start cleaning the laundry on your 
way home.

With the Siemens Laundry collection choose from Touch 
TFT,TFT, LED or Toledo LED.

Siemens Wi-Fi-enabled washing machines with Home Connect can’t 
take the loading and unloading away, but they will add exciting 
features to give you more flexibility and choice when doing your 
laundry.

easyStart
The easyStart feature available in your Home Connect App helps you 
to find the best programme for your load. Just answer a few simple 
questions, for example defining the types of fabric and the degree 
of soiling. The machine will then remotely suggest and send the 
recommended wash settings to your appliance. Go from finding the 
ideal programme to starting the laundry in just a few seconds.

Manage out of home.
Let your laundry adjust to your timetable
A washing machine you can monitor from wherever you are provides a 
lot of convenience. With the Home Connect App you always know if the 
laundry is ready or not, and you don’t have to approach the machine to 
check it several times just to see that it’s still running.

Push notifications
Receive alerts to your app when the i-Dos compartment drawers need 
to be refilled with detergent or when the cycle is finished so you can 
focus on the important things.

Connected partners
With our connected partners, Amazon Alex and IFTTT you can truly 
turn your living space into a fully connected home. Simply voice control 
your appliance just by asking Alexa. With the IFTTT app join your Home 
Connect appliance with a wider range of smart devices. Set up applets, 
digital commands, to create bespoke solutions such as programming 
smart lights to flash when the laundry cycle ends.

TFT
Operation is simple with a high-resolution TFT clear text 
digital display with plenty of programme options. Clear text 
and symbols provide you with all the information you need 
about the programme sequence.

iSelect TFT Display
With an innovative smart phone like interface, scroll through
this large and colourful digital menu to select washing and
drying programmes. Available on avantgade machines only.

LED
The large LED comfort display panel with touch buttons
provide you with a full overview and makes operation 
effortless.

Toledo LED
Full touch LED display alongside illuminated control dial for
easy programme setting.
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Just add laundry!

The i-Dos system automatically determines how much 
detergent is needed for each of your wash loads, based on 
the weight of the laundry and programme used.

Consumption
indication

Consumption indication
See which programmes use less energy and 
water with the consumption value indicator. This 
display option provides information about the 
relative energy consumption in selected cycles. 
The more the indicator lights light up, the higher 
the consumption. So if you are conscious about 
energy and water saving this setting will help 
you decide which cycle to choose.

A new level of convenience.

reload Function
The reload function allows the machine to be 
paused and the door opened at the next safe 
opportunity. It‘s the perfect solution when an 
extra item needs to be added to the load.

antiVibration
Having anti-Vibration technology built-in 
to the design of the machine makes the 
appliance more stable, which in turn makes 
it quieter.

Drum Clean Hygiene

Meets your highest hygiene standards: 
The Drum Clean programme
An automatic alert after 20 washes to run 
the Drum Clean programme on a 90°C or 
60°C wash which keeps the appliance clean 
and odour free.

Hygienically clean laundry even at low temperatures: The 
hygiene programme
The hygiene programme is particularly suitable for delicate 
textiles that cannot be washed in a high temperature wash 
programme.
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Drum
interior light

Less Ironing

Outdoor

Drum interior light
The drum is lit after switching on the appliance, 
after opening and closing the door and after 
starting the programme for extra convenience. 
The light switches off automatically.

Less Ironing option
At the touch of a button 'Less Ironing' can be 
added to a selected programme, ensuring the 
machine gently and evenly drains the water and 
reduces the spin speed, helping to keep clothes 
creases to a minimum.

Outdoor
This programme applies a waterproof treatment 
to breathable fabrics, prolonging the life of 
high-quality functional clothing like winter 
jackets, fleeces and ski suits.

varioPerfect

Get perfectly clean laundry in up to 65% less time
with varioPerfect
Save up to 30% of energy with ecoPerfect or up to 
66% of time with speedPerfect.

super15, super30 and super40 in Drying.
What can you do in an hour? Add the laundry to your list. Need a shirt cleaning 
an hour before you‘re due to leave the house? Don‘t panic! The rapid 15 
and rapid30 wash, rinse and spin washing programme and rapid40 drying 
programme will save the day!

Excellent performance meets 
maximum energy-efficiency 
with Siemens laundry.
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Washing machine 
key features.

Saving you time, the i-Dos washing machine 
allows you to simply place your clothes in the 
drum, select your desired programme and relax. 
The i-Dos system uses a combination of all the 
sensors to automatically determine the exact 
amount of liquid detergent needed for each of 
your laundry cycles, depending on the weight of 
the load and what programme is being used.

With the built-in drawer conveniently holding 
enough liquid detergent for around 20 washes, 
not only does this mean you don’t have to 
measure and fill the container for every wash, 
but as the correct amount of liquid detergent 
is used every time, your clothes will receive the 
perfect wash whilst saving you time, water and 
detergent. The result, hassle-free laundry and 
perfectly clean clothes!

Consumption indication
See which programmes use less energy and 
water with the consumption value indicator. This 
display option provides information about the 
relative energy consumption in selected cycles. 
The more the indicator lights light up, the higher 
the consumption. So if you are conscious about 
energy and water saving this setting will help 
you decide which cycle to choose.

Fast and efficient washing machines 
with added peace of mind.

For futher information on washing machine warranties please see page 61.

The i-Dos system automatically determines how much 
detergent is needed for each of your wash loads, based 
on the weight of the laundry and programme used.

Just add laundry with i-Dos.

i-Dos

Consumption
indication

Year Warranty

AquaStop

Warranty
Lifetime
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Remove tough stains without the need for specialist 
products or pre-washing. Keeping your life 
uncluttered, our specially designed autoStain removal 
system (ASR) takes the effort out of cleaning tough 
stains. Simply load your clothes in the iQ700 washing 
machine, choose a wash programme, select one of the 
16 stain treatments and let ASR do the rest. This saves 
you time and removes the need for specialist products 
or pre-washing.

It happens to the best of us, a stain on your favourite 
dress or best shirt is part of life. However, we have a 
solution that is going to save you time and effort when 
it comes to removing stubborn stains. So next time you 
need to remove last night’s wine from your shirt sleeve 
or a lipstick smudge on your favourite dress, look no 
further than your Siemens washing machine.

Whether it is red wine or coffee, dirt or grass, blood 
or even cosmetics, our autoStain removal system 
automatically optimises the wash settings to remove 
individual stains from your laundry. The system 
eradicates the need to pre-wash stained clothes 
and the use of special detergents, tackling up to 16 
different types of stain. The system tailors the wash 
according to the nature of the stain, creating the 
perfect balance between the mechanical drum action, 
water level, wash time and temperature thus saving 
you time and money on buying specialist products. 
Those unforeseen accidents need not ruin your clothes 
anymore.

Model shown above: WM14YH89GB washing machine

Stain selection is made easy with the large clearText TFT 
Display screen.

Illustration only. Actual washing machine display may vary.

stain removal
system

Tough on stains, gentle on
your washing.
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** The availability of the Home Connect functionality depends on the availability of the Home Connect Services in 
your country. Home Connect Services are not availible in every country - for further information please check:www.
homeconnect.com

Model
WM16XKH0ZA 
(AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 2021)

WA14LQHVZA

Product description iQ700
washing machine
i-Dos, Home Connect, 1600rpm

iQ500
iSensoric silver inox washing machine
i-Dos, Home Connect, 1400rpm

Programmes Special programmes: Automatic Gentle, Drum Clean (with 
reminder), Shirts/Blouses, Outdoor, Spin /Drain, PowerWash 59’, 
Quick/Mix, Single rinse, Quick 15’/30’
Options: varioSpeed

Special programmes: Automatic Intensive, Quick/Mix, Duvet, 
Quick 15’/30’, Curtains, single rinse, Spin/Drain, delicate/silk, 
Wool/hand wash
Options: varioSpeed 
Additional programs via Home Connect app

Comfort and safety Max spin speed: 1600rpm
i-Dos: automatic dosing of liquid detergent and softener
touchControl buttons: Less ironing, On/off, End time delay, i-Dos, 
i-Dos,  Extra rinse, Remote Start, Start/Pause with reload function, 
Temperature, varioSpeed, Prewash, Spin selection/Rinse hold
Large LED-Display: Programme status indication, Temperature 
selection, Max. spin speed, Remaining time and 24 h end time 
delay, i-Dos selection and consumption indication
speedPack XL
Pause / reload function
DrumClean with reminder function
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
aquaSensor for optimum rinse results
waterPerfect Plus: Sensor-controlled wash programmes for the 
most efficient water
usage with any load size
Precise load detection 
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childproof lock
Multiple water protection
32 cm Porthole, with 171° opening door

Max spin speed: 1400rpm
i-Dos: automatic dosing of liquid detergent and softener
touchControl buttons: Less ironing, Soaking, i-Dos 1, i-Dos 2,                                                            
Basic setting / Child lock, Memory, varioSpeed, Rinse plus +1+2+3, 
Rinse hold, Start/Pause with reload function, Temperature,
Prewash, Spin selection, Start time delay, Remote Start/Rinse hold
Large LED display: for programme status indication, Temperature
selection, Max. spin speed, remaining time and 24 h end time 
delay, load recommendation and consumption indication
speedPack L
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
aquaSensor for optimum rinse results
waterPerfect Plus: Sensor-controlled wash programmes for the 
most efficient water usage with any load size
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childproof lock
Multiple water protection
32 cm Porthole, with 171° swing door

Product specs Capacity: 10kg 
Drum capacity: 70l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: A
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.8 cm x 59.8 x 59.0 cm
Colour: White

Capacity: 10kg 
Drum capacity: 68l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: B
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.8 cm x 59.8 x 59.0 cm
Colour: Silver Inox

Barcode 4242003890813 4242003876206

Price Excl. VAT* R 17 390.43 R 14 781.74

Price Incl. VAT* R 19 999.00 R  16 999.00
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Model
WM16W640ZA
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

WM14T69XZA

Product description iQ700 
iSensoric premium white washing machine 
i-Dos, 1600rpm

iQ500
iSensoric inox look washing machine
i-Dos, 1400rpm

Programmes Special programmes: Automatic Intensive, Automatic, Automatic 
soft, Outdoor, Hygiene, Super 15’, DrumClean, Quick/Mix, 
Delicate/Silk, Wool, Rinse/Spin, Drain
Options: varioPerfect 

Special programmes: Hygiene, Automatic Intensive, Drum Clean
(with reminder), Curtains, Jeans / Dark wash, Quick/Mix, rinse/
spin/drain, Duvet, Quick 15’/30’, delicate/silk, wool / hand wash
Options: varioSpeed

Comfort and safety Spin Speed: 400 – 1600rpm
i-Dos: Automatic dosing of liquid detergent and softener 
touchControl buttons: on/off, Pre-wash, Extra Rinse, Less Ironing, 
Spin Speed Reduction, Start Delay, Temperature, Start/Pause, 
speedPerfect, ecoPerfect, i-Dos 1, i-Dos 2
Large LED
Reload function/pause function
DrumClean with reminder function
optiWave drum system for highly effective and extremely gentle 
laundry care 
iQdrive: most energy-saving and quietest technology 
anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness 
aquaSensor for optimum rinse results
waterPerfect Plus: most efficient water usage for any load size
Indication of water and energy consumption prior to start of 
programme
Foam detection system
Continuous automatic load adjustment
Drum interior light: LED
Self-cleaning detergent drawer
Childproof lock
Aqua Stop
Buzzer
32cm Porthole, Chrome, with 171° opening door

Max spin speed: 1400rpm
i-Dos: Automatic dosing of liquid detergent and softener
touchControl buttons: Less ironing, Soaking, i-Dos 1, i-Dos 
2,  Basic setting / Child lock, Memory, speedPerfect,  Rinse 
plus +1+2+3, Rinse hold, Start/Pause with reload function, 
Temperature, Prewash, Spin selection, remaining time and 24 h
Large LED Display
Start time delay
Reload function / pause function
DrumClean with reminder function
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
 anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
aquaSensor for optimum rinse results
waterPerfect Plus: Sensor-controlled wash programmes for the 
most efficient water usage with any load size
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childproof lock
Multiple water protection
32 cm Porthole, silver-black with 171° opening dooR

Product specs Capacity: 9kg
Drum capacity: 65l 
EEC: A+++ / Spin efficiency: B 
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 84.8 x 59.8 x 59.0cm
Colour: White

Capacity: 9kg 
Drum capacity: 63l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: B
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.8 cm x 59.8 x 59.0 cm
Colour: Inox look

Barcode  4242003839317 4242003865071

Price Excl. VAT* R 16 694.78 R 14 346.96

Price Incl. VAT* R 19 199.00 R 16 499.00
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Model WG54A2XVZA WM14T690ZA

Product description iQ300
iSensoric silver inox washing machine
anti stain, 1400rpm

iQ500
iSensoric white washing machine
i-Dos, 1400rpm

Programmes Special programmes: Drum Clean, Quick/Mix, Duvet, 
Quick 15’/30’, Curtains, single rinse, Spin/Drain
Options: vario Speed, Stain Removal

Special programmes: Hygiene, Automatic Intensive, Drum Clean
(with reminder), Curtains, Jeans / Dark wash, Quick/Mix, rinse/
spin/drain, Duvet, Quick 15’/30’, delicate/silk, wool / hand wash
Options: varioSpeed  

Comfort and safety Max spin speed: 1400rpm
touchControl buttons: Less ironing, End time delay, Stain selection 
varioSpeed, Pre-treatment, Rinse plus +1+2+3, 
Start/Pause with reload function, Temperature, Spin selection, 
Rinse hold
Large LED display: for programme progress indication, 
temperature, spin speed, remaining time and 24 h end time delay, 
load recommendation
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
Aquatronic wash system
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childproof lock
Multiple water protection
32 cm Porthole, silver inox black. with 160° opening door

Max spin speed: 1400rpm
i-Dos: automatic dosing of liquid detergent and softener
touchControl buttons: Less ironing, Soaking, i-Dos 1, i-Dos 2, Basic 
setting / Child lock, Memory, speedPerfect,  Rinse plus +1+2+3, 
Rinse hold, Start/Pause with reload function, Temperature,
Prewash, Spin selection, remaining time and 24 h Start time delay
Reload function / pause function 
Large LED Display
speedPack L
DrumClean with reminder function
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
 anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
aquaSensor for optimum rinse results
waterPerfect Plus: Sensor-controlled wash programmes for the 
most efficient water usage with any load size
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childproof lock
Multiple water protection
32 cm Porthole, white-silver with 171° opening door

Product specs Capacity: 10kg 
Drum capacity: 68l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: B
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.5 cm x 59.7 x 58.8 cm
Colour: Silver Inox

Capacity: 9kg 
Drum capacity: 63l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: B
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.8 cm x 59.8 x 59.0 cm
Colour: White

Barcode 4242003875278 4242003865088

Price Excl. VAT* R 13 825.22 R 13 390.43

Price Incl. VAT* R15 899.00 R 15 399.00
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Model WG44A1XVZA

Product description iQ300
silver inox washing machine
anti-stains, 1400rpm

Programmes Special programmes: Hygiene,Drum Clean,Curtains, Duvet, 
Rapid15’/30’, Quick/Mix, Sportswear, Delicate/Silk
Options: Pre-treatment, StainRemoval
speedPerfec

Comfort and safety Max spin speed: 1400rpm
touchControl buttons:  Start/Pause with reload function, 
Temperature, Pre-treatment, StainRemoval, Spin selection
24h Start time delay, VarioSpeed
Large LED for Programme status indication, Temperature 
selection, spin speed, remaining time, load recommendation, 24h 
end time delay
Fully electronic control dial for all wash- and special programs
waveDrum: for highly effective and extremely gentle laundry care
iQdrive: most energy saving and quietest technology
 anti-vibration Design: more stability and quietness
Foam detection system to remove excessive foam
Continuous automatic load adjustment system
Childlock
Multiple water protection
Buzzer
Black door frame with 160° opening door

Optional Accessories

Product specs Capacity: 9kg 
Drum capacity: 63l
EEC: A+++/Spin efficiency: B
Rating: 2300W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.5 cm x 59.7 x 58.8 cm
Colour: Silver Inox

Barcode 4242003863404

Price Excl. VAT* R 9 216.52

Price Incl. VAT* R 10 599.00
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Maintaining efficiency for
life: Siemens Tumble Dryers.

High-performance and highly-efficient
(Tumble Dryers only)
Let yourself be fascinated by the state-of-
the-art technology of Siemens heat pump 
dryers. Heat pump dryers are condensation 
dryers equipped with a special heat pump 
technology. In contrast to classic condensation 
dryers, here energy in the form of heat is not 
discharged into the environment; instead it is 
retained for the drying process.

Siemens heat pump dryers achieve impressive
energy values and consume significantly less
energy than condensation dryers. Siemens
heat pump dryers can also be set up, like all
condensation dryers, in multiple places 
within the home since the condensed water 
is collected in a separate container integrated 
into the appliance.

With the latest technology built into our appliances,
Siemens offers energy-efficient and stunning looking
appliances for stylish kitchens and utility spaces.

Sensor drying
All Siemens tumble dryers feature sensor drying, which provides
uniform drying results, and makes over-drying a thing of the past.
Sensors in the drum continually monitor the residual moisture in 
the laundry. They detect when the load has reached the selected 
drying level, and move the programme to the final cool-down 
period.

So your laundry is afforded the utmost protection, while neither
energy nor your time is wasted.

A lot less ironing
The Less Ironing option extends the anti-crease phase period at the
end of the cycle by up to 120 minutes leading to fewer creases in
your laundry – so you can spend less time ironing.

The super40 drying programme
With this programme, your washing will be
perfectly dry in only 40 minutes, thanks to
optimised temperature control and a customised
cool-down phase.

Wool or Shoe Drying basket
To further protect your garments and materials
during the drying process Siemens tumble dryers
come with a drying basket. Just place your items
onto this sturdy platform during the drying cycle.

Shoe Drying Basket Wool Drying Basket

The heat exchanger is
cleaned automatically
several times during the
drying cycle.

      Water filtering

      Self-cleaning

      Lint and fluff

1

2

3

1

2

3

Heat
pump

Wool drying
basket
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autoDryautoDry

 

Model WT47XKH1ZA WT7W466SZA WT46G40SZA

Product description iQ700
white condenser tumble dryer
heat pump technology, Home Connect

iQ500 
iSensoric Self cleaning inox condenser 
tumble dryer, 
heat pump technology

iQ500 
condenser dryer 
inox look

Programmes Special programmes: ColdRefres (5pc), 
Cotton, Shirts/Blouses, Lingerie, Towels, 
intelligentDry, ColdRefresh (1pc), 
ColdRefreshBusiness, Mixed Load, Outdoor, 
Rapid40, Easy care, Wool drying in basket, 
Timed Program Warm
Options: Home Connect, intelligent Dry

Fully electronic control dial for sensor 
drying programmes, timed and special 
programmes
Special programmes: Cottons,  Easy Care, 
Mixture, Wool in the basket,Outdoor, 
Towels, Duvet, Time program warm, Time 
program cold, Allergy Plus / Hygiene, 
Lingerie, Super 40, Shirts/Blouses

Fully electronic control dial for sensor 
drying programmes, timed and special 
programmes
Special Programmes: Woollen Finish, Mix, 
Outdoor, Time Programme Warm Time 
Programm cold, Hygiene, Lingerie, Shirts 
15’, Rapid 40’

Comfort and safety TFT-Clear text display for easy use
Large LED-Display for remaining time and 
24 h end time delay, programme status 
indication, special functions.
softDry Drum: Big Stainless steel drum with 
textile care structure, soft design paddles
smartFinish
autoDry technology
intelligentCleaning system
anti-vibration Design: more stability and 
quietness
Wool drying basket
Interior drum light: LED
Child-proof lock
Anti crease cycle 120 min at the end of the 
programme
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle
Door hinge: right-hand

(Drain set included)

Air Flow Drying System: Big Stainless 
Steel drum with textile care structure, soft 
design paddles
Large touch-LED-display for Gentle, Signal, 
Ready, start/pause, Drying aim,
Child lock 3 sec., Anti-crease 60 min., Anti-
crease 120 min., My favorite
selfCleaning Condensor
autoDry Technology sensor controlled 
drying
Large LED display for remaining time and 
24h end time delay, programme status 
indication, special functions
antiVibration design: more stability and 
quietness
Drum interior light: LED
Childproof
Buzzer to indicate end of cycle
Glass door with chrome / black grey frame, 
right hinged

Air flow Drying System: Big Stainless steel 
drum with textile care structure, soft 
design paddles
Touch control buttons: Low Heat, Buzzer, 
Less ironing, End time delay
Large LED-Display for remaining time and 
24 h end time delay, Programme length, 
Start/Pause, Fine-tuning of drying aim, 
24h end time delay Programme status 
indication, Special functions.
Anti crease cycle 120 min at the end of the 
programme
autoDry technology sensor controlled 
drying
easyClean filter
anti-vibration Design: more stability and 
quietness
Drum interior light: LED
Childproof
Buzzer to indicate the end of cycle
Glass door with frame Silver-inox, black-
grey, right-hinged

Optional Accessories WZ27410 Stacking Kit
WZ20600 Wool basket 
(price page 14)

WZ2741X Stacking Kit Silver Inox 
(price page 14)

WZ20600 Wool Basket
WZ11330 Stacking Kit
WZ20160 Condensor drainage set
(price page 14)

Product specs Capacity: 9kg 
Rating: 1000W
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 84.2 cm x 
59.8 x 59.9 cm 
Colour: White

Capacity: 9kg
Rating: 1000W
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 84.2 x 59.8 
x 65.2 cm 
Colour: Inox

Capacity: 8kg
Rating: 2500W
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 84.2 x 59.8 
x 63.6cm
Colour: Inox Look

Barcode 4242003887264 4242003825549 4242003872147

Price Excl. VAT* R 17 390.43 R 14 346.96 R 9 303.48

Price Incl. VAT* R 19 999.00 R 16 499.00 R 10 699.00



As you’d expect, Siemens dishwashers
take full advantage of the latest
technologies.

Designed to fit in around your busy lifestyle our standard 60cm dishwashers 
feature efficient, time saving and environmentally conscious programmes that 
are going to make your dishes shine. With sleek and stylish design, both inside 
and out, Siemens dishwashers are designed to complement your home.

Anti-Rust

Year Warranty
10

AquaStop

Warranty
Lifetime

3 Year Warranty
A Siemens Three Year Warranty is available on all Siemens
freestanding dishwasher models to protect against any
manufacturing and material faults and defects during this
warranty period.

10 Year Anti-Rust Warranty
All Siemens dishwashers purchased from the 1st January
2012 onwards have a 10 Year Anti-Rust Warranty to
protect against rust in the inner cavity of the appliance.

Lifetime AquaStop Warranty
All Siemens freestanding dishwashers listed in this
brochure have a lifetime AquaStop warranty to protect
against water damage caused by a defective AquaStop system.

Siemens dishwasher warranties:

Year Warranty

3

Home Connect Ready
What can you do with your smart dishwasher? Schedule it to 
finish when you get home from work. The Home Connect App 
allows you to activate and control the programme, configure 
and modify the basic settings, program the delayed start or end, 
modify the emotionLight® interior lighting between infinite 
colors... and receive alerts for filling with salt and rinse aid.

Dishwashers.
Cutting-edge 
innovations for
extra shine
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Dishwashing 
key features.

Our brilliantShine system combines our low 
temperature glass care programme with our 
advanced water softening technology and Zeolith® 
drying to ensure your glassware is taken care of.
Straight from dishwasher to table, Shine&Dry gives 
you streak-free, shining glasses. Harnessing the 
power of Zeolith® at its best, the special drying 
cycle also works just as well on plastics, pots and 
pans.

Saving you time, you no longer need to give 
glasses an extra towel dry to smarten them up, 
allowing you to spend more time preparing for your 
guests arrival. With the brilliantShine system your 
glassware is always ready to shine for your guests, 
even unexpected ones.

That’s what the new brilliantShine system with
Zeolith® Drying is made for: creating the perfect 
conditions to start every day with a highlight, and 
sparkling glasses that you can be proud of.

There are three factors in dishwashing that influence the shine of 
your glassware: temperature, cycle time, and the use of detergent.

The new brilliantShine system offers three intelligent solutions 
that take care of these factors:

•  Zeolith® drying uses a Zeolite mineral that absorbs moisture and 
converts it into a gentle heat.

•  The Shine&Dry option cleanses all residues of detergent with 
extra rinsing water, resulting in streak free, shining glassware.

•  The Glass 40°C programme ensures that your glassware is not 
exposed to excessive temperatures or spray pressures, and keeps 
the cycle time shorter.

brilliantShine
 
brilliantShine
system

Welcome to a new era of dishwashing with brilliantShine.

Make your home an intelligent home. Create new connections to open up a growing world full 
of exciting possibilities, with Siemens Home Appliances and Home Connect.

Easy Start makes operating the dishwasher easier than ever before. All you 
have to do is answer a few simple questions about cleaning preferences and 
the type of dishes by using the Home Connect App. Thereafter, the ideal 
program will be recommended and you can start it remotely via the app.

Download the Home Connect App now 
and get connected to your new Siemens 
Wi-Fi enabled home appliances.

easyStarteasyStart
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Using advanced drying technologies Siemens 
dishwashers keep energy consumption to a 
minimum. Zeolith®, a form of zeolite mineral has 
the astonishing ability to absorb moisture and 
convert it to heat. What does this mean for you? The 
heat produced naturally by the Zeolith® is used for 
the drying cycle. No additional energy is therefore 
required to heat up the contents of your dishwasher 
for the drying process (as with a standard drying 
system). This leads to excellent drying results, with 
less energy usage than models without Zeolith® 
technology.

Zeolith® is stored in innermost parts of the 
dishwasher; it regenerates itself and keeps working 
for the lifetime of the machine meaning you never 
have to replace it! Combine this with the economy 
50°C programme to get brilliant results with 
minimal energy.

Drying phase
Zeolith® Drying absorbs 
moisture and converts it to 
heat energy.

Cleaning phase
As the mineral is heated
during the cleaning cycle,
it is recharged and ready to
absorb moisture once more.

Zeolith® Drying: Super 
efficient drying technology.

Basket systems for added 
flexibility and better results.

varioDrawer
By adding a third shelf for cutlery, varioDrawer 
removes the need for a cutlery basket.

varioDrawer Pro
The varioDrawer Pro adds a third shelf for cutlery and 
removes the need for a cutlery basket, creating more 
space. Knives, forks and spoons are placed on their 
side, leaving them easier to remove when emptying 
the dishwasher. Convenient blue touchpoints also 
indicate all the adjustment options available, such as 
lowering the side sections to accommodate bulkier 
items like espresso cups and ladles.

varioFlex basket system
The ability to fold down certain compartments within 
the cavity for extra room and flexibility.

varioFlex Pro basket system
The VarioFlex Pro basket system is designed to 
accommodate different shapes and sizes of crockery 
and allows you to create extra space for pots and 
pans with ease. Blue touchpoints inside the baskets 
indicate all the adjustment options available at a 
glance. It’s never been so easy to adjust the slats to 
suit each load, making the inside of your dishwasher 
constantly adaptable.

rackMatic®
Available across all basket systems, this feature 
conveniently allows the user to raise and lower the 
height of the top basket to create more or less space, 
even when the dishwasher is loaded.
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loadSensor
By monitoring that the optimum amount of water is 
flowing through the dishwasher throughout the cycle, 
the loadSensor helps to ensure that dishes are cleaned 
thoroughly.

Heat exchanger
Protect your glasses from cracking with gentle water 
heating. Heat generated during the wash cycle is used 
to pre-heat the rinsing water to stop glasses being put 
under stress. Standard on all models.

Enhanced performance
and sparkling results.

Standard features on all models.

intensiveZone
Delicate items and pots and pans can be cleaned
together in the same wash. The intensiveZone 
option increases the spray pressure and temperature 
in the bottom basket to handle burnt on pans, 
whilst delicate items can be washed safely in the top 
basket.

Machine Care with Siemens dishwashers
By monitoring For excellent results when washing and 
drying, it’s important to look after your dishwasher 
correctly. All of our freestanding Siemens dishwashers 
include the Machine Care Programme. This is designed to 
be used together with a dishwasher cleaning detergent and 
provides a short, high temperature, high pressure wash 
designed to remove limescale and grease build up inside 
your dishwasher and outlet pipes. The dishwasher will 
remind you every 30 cycles or so to run this programme, to 
keep your appliance running as efficiently as possible.

dosageAssist
Quickly and evenly dissolves dishwasher tablets 
throughout the entire machine, leaving no mess to 
clean at the end of the cycle.

varioSpeed Plus
Use the varioSpeed Plus button to run the dishwasher 
significantly faster without compromising on wash
varioSpeed quality. Standard on all models.

Water consumption
Our Freestanding dishwashers’ lowest water 
usage programme is 6.5L per cycle* if the Eco 
50 programme is selected, for the most resource 
efficient option.
*Based on the iQ700 model

Energy efficiency
Using the latest sensor technology, our dishwashers 
don’t just minimise water, they also minimise energy.
All Siemens dishwashers have an energy rating of 
at least A++, with some iQ500 and iQ700 Zeolith® 
models boasting a maximum efficiency A+++ rating.

Silence Programme
At just 42dB, you’ll barely hear our dishwashers 
running, leaving you to relax in peace; perfect for 
open plan living. To reduce noise levels further 
our Silence programme is an adapted Eco 50°C 
programme that achieves a noise reduction of 2dB 
by decreasing the spray pressure and extending the 
run time.

42 dB

L
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Highlight features, available on selected models.

TFT display with real-time clock
The clear, touch control high resolution TFT display 
makes it easy to select programmes and settings 
and check the status of your dishwasher at a glance.
Thanks to the real-time clock, it’s now possible 
to set the exact time that you want your dishes 
to be ready by, for extra convenience. Perfect for 
delivering warm plates to the dinner table.

Hygiene Plus
The Hygiene Plus setting eradicates 99.9% of germs 
by super heating the final rinse. Ideal for chopping 
boards and food containers, Hygiene Plus helps to 
keep your family fit and healthy.

hydroSensor
Makes sure that the optimum temperature is used 
depending on how dirty the dishes are, meaning that 
dishes are perfectly clean the first time round.

Wine glass holder
This accessory holds up to four long-stemmed 
glasses safely and securely. The innovative lock 
mechanism ensures glasses are stable in the 
basket, yet with minimal contact areas to avoid any 
water pooling or streaks. Available as an accessory 
or supplied as standard with SN278I01TG and 
SN258I10TZ.
emotionLight
The emotionLight uses LED lights* to create a cool
blue glow emanating from inside your dishwasher.
*Not available on black steel model
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Model
SN278I01TG
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

SN278W01TZ
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

SN258I10TZ
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

Product 
description

iQ700 
60 cm speedMatic dishwasher, zeolite, 
inox, 6 temperatures

iQ700
60 cm speedMatic dishwasher,
zeolite, white, 6 temperatures

iQ500 
60 cm speedMatic Dishwasher,
inox, 5 temperatures

Programmes Auto 35-45 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  Auto 65-75 
°C, Economy 50 °C, Night Program 50 °C, 
Glass 40 °C, Quick Wash 45 °C, Pre Rinse
Special Options: Shine & Dry,  
intensiveZone, varioSpeed Plus, Half Load, 
hygienePlus

Auto 35-45 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  
Auto 65-75 °C, Eco 50 °C,  
Night Program 50 °C, Glass 40 °C,  
Quick Wash 45 °C, Pre-Rinse
Special Options: Shine & Dry, varioSpeed 
Plus, Half Load, hygienePlus

Intensive 70 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  Eco 50 °C, 
Night Program 50 °C, Glass 40C, 1h65°C, 
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse
Special Options: intensiveZone, varioSpeed 
Plus, Half Load, hygienePlus
Machine Care Programme

Comfort and 
safety

Number of standard place settings: 14
speedMatic hydraulic system
Zeolite Drying
dosageAssist
iQdrive
Aqua-Sensor, Load-Sensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger - for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
Glass care protection system
Alternating spray technique
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
High-definition colour TFT display showing 
graphic symbols and plain text
Electronic delay timer (1-24hrs) and time 
remaining time display
Acoustic end of cycle indicator
emotionLight
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
varioFlex Pro basket system
Height adjustable top basket with 3 stage 
rackMatic 
Childproof door lock
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Number of standard place settings: 14
speedMatic hydraulic system
Zeolite Drying
dosageAssist
iQdrive
Hydrosensor III, Load sensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying,
prevents thermal shock
HydroMix glass care technology
Alternating spray technique
Self-cleaning filter system with 3 fold
corrugated filter
TFT Display inside
Electronic time delay: 1-24 hours
Acoustic end of cycle indicator
cool blue emotion Light
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
varioDrawerPro
Height adjustable basket with 3 stage
rackMatic
Childproof door lock
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Number of standard place settings: 13
speedMatic hydraulic system
Water management system
dosageAssist
iQdrive motor
Aqua-Sensor, Load-Sensor
Detergent Automation
Heat exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
Glass care protection system
Alternating spray technique
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
Electronic delay timer (1-24 hours) and 
time remaining display
Programme flow display
Low salt and rinse aid indicator
vario basket system
varioDrawer Pro
Height adjustable top basket with 3 stage 
rackMatic
Child tamper proof controls
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel 
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Product specs Dimensions (H x W x D): 
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50°C/9.5l/0.83kWh/195min
Rating: 2400W 
Noise level: 42dB

Dimensions: (H x W x D):
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0 cm
Consumption rate:
Eco50°C/9.5l/0.83kWh/195min
Rating: 2400W
Noise level: 42dB

Dimensions (H x W x D): 
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50°C / 6.5l / 0.92kWh / 195min
Rating: 2400W
Noise level: 46dB

Barcode 4242003701614 4242003814215 4242003835449

Price Excl. VAT* R 14 694.78 R 14 260.00 R 11 216.52

Price Incl. VAT* R 16 899.00 R 16 399.00 R 12 899.00
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Model
SN27ZI80DT     
(AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 2021)

SN27ZW03CZ   
(AVAILABLE 3RD QUARTER 2021)

SN25EI02CZ

Product 
description

iQ700
60 cm dishwasher
Stainless steel, lacquered,  
6 temperatures
Home Connect

iQ700  
60 cm dishwasher, white
6 temperatures
Home Connect

iQ500  
60 cm dishwasher,  
Stainless steel, laquered
6 temperatures
Home Connect

Programmes Eco 50 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  
Intensive 70 °C, Short 60 °C, Quick 45 °C,                            
Glass Shine 40°C, Night Program 50 °C
Special Program: MyFavourite
Special Options: Remote Start, Shine 
& Dry, Intensive Zone, hygienePlus, 
varioSpeedPlus, Machine Care
Silence on Demand (via HomeConnect 
app)

Eco 50 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  
Intensive 70 °C, Short 60 °C, Quick 45 °C,                            
Glass Shine 40°C, Night Program 50 °C
Special Program: MyFavourite
Special Options: Remote Start, Shine 
& Dry, Intensive Zone, hygienePlus, 
varioSpeedPlus, Machine Care
Silence on Demand (via HomeConnect 
app)

Eco 50 °C, Auto 45-65 °C,  
Intensive 70 °C, Short 60 °C, Quick 45 °C,                            
Glass Shine 40°C, Night Program 50 °C
Special Program: MyFavourite
Special Options: Remote Start, Half 
Load, Intensive Zone, varioSpeedPlus,         
Machine Care
Silence on Demand (via HomeConnect 
app)

Comfort and 
safety

Number of Standard Place settings: 13
Zeolite Drying
dosageAssist
iQdrive
 aquaSensor, loadSensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
TFT Display inside, plain text
Electronic delay timer: 1-24 hours
emotionLight
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
flexComfort Pro baskets
Removable knife shelf in 3rd basket
rackMatic height-adjustable top basket (2 
stage)
Variable cutlery basket in bottom basket
Rack Stopper to prevent derailing of 
bottom basket
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Number of Standard Place settings: 14
Zeolite Drying
dosageAssist
iQdrive
 aquaSensor, loadSensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
TFT Display inside, plain text
Electronic delay timer: 1-24 hours
emotionLight
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
flexComfort baskets
varioDrawer
rackMatic height-adjustable top basket (3 
stage)
Rack Stopper to prevent derailing of 
bottom basket
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Number of Standard Place settings: 13
AutoOpen
dosageAssist
iQdrive
 aquaSensor, loadSensor
Detergent Automation
Heat Exchanger – for hygienic drying, 
prevents thermal shock
Touch control
Program flow display
Electronic delay timer: 1-24 hours
LED salt and rinse aid refill indicator
flexComfort baskets
varioDrawer
rackMatic height-adjustable top basket (3 
stage)
Rack Stopper to prevent derailing of 
bottom basket
Self-cleaning filter system with 3-fold 
corrugated filter
Dishwasher cavity: Stainless Steel
aquaStop with guarantee against flooding

Product specs Dimensions: (H x W x D):  
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0 cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50°C/9.5l/0.73kWh/235min
Rating: 2400W
Noise level: 43dB

Dimensions: (H x W x D):  
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0 cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50°C/9.5l/0.83kWh/235min
Rating: 2400W
Noise level: 42dB

Dimensions: (H x W x D):  
84.5 x 60.0 x 60.0 cm
Consumption rate: 
Eco50°C/6.7l/0.92kWh/275min
Rating: 2400W
Noise level: 44dB

Barcode 4242003894132 4242003895702 4242003895832

Price Excl. VAT* R 15 129.57 R 14 260.00 R 11 216.52

Price Incl. VAT* R 17 399.00 R 16 399.00 R 12 899.00
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Elegant, functional and packed with
technology, your new Siemens fridge
freezer is going to become a talking
point in your kitchen.

Whether you want an American-style fridge freezer that has wow-factor,
a side by side fridge and freezer for extra space, or a single appliance,
Siemens has a wide range of products to choose from. Our energy efficient 
appliances are packed with food preservation technology.

Siemens cooling warranties:

3 Year Warranty
A Siemens Three Year Warranty is available on all Siemens
freestanding cooling models listed in this brochure to
protect against any manufacturing and material faults and 
defects during this warranty period.

10 Year Compressor Drive Warranty
Available on all Siemens freestanding fridge freezers,
covers defects in compressor motor.

Home Connect Ready
What can you do with your smart fridge? Check what’s inside 
it from wherever you are. Thanks to the two cameras built into 
your Siemens smart fridge, you can see its interior through 
the App from wherever you are. It only takes a few seconds 
to discover the missing ingredients for your next recipe. Also 
access tips and tricks for better food preservation.

Cooling.
Super efficient,
super stylish. 
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Keep your food fresher 
for longer: hyperFresh 
technology.

Set the right conditions to ensure your food stays fresher for 
longer: hyperFresh humidity drawers and 0°C chiller drawers.

Freshness controlled: hyperFresh
Simply use the stylish control panel to adjust the 
humidity in the fridge. The hyperFresh drawer with 
rippled base allows cool air to circulate around your 
fruit and vegetables easily. As a result, the quality 
and freshness of your food will be retained.

Food stays fresh for longer: hyperFresh Premium
Enjoy fresher food with hyperFresh Premium. With a 
choice of 3 humidity controls, simply select whether 
it’s fruit, vegetables, or both that you want to store.
The hyperFresh Premium drawer will regulate how 
much humidity your food receives. Be in control; 
these innovative drawers help to keep in nutrients 
and minerals to create delicious meals and fewer 
trips to the supermarkets, saving you time, effort and 
money. hyperFresh Premium is available in selected
Siemens single door fridges only.

hyperFresh 0°C chiller drawers. Perfectly fresh for 
fish and meat:
hyperFresh and hyperFresh plus models: The 
two hyperFresh 0°C chiller drawers are especially 
designed for the storage needs of fish and meat.
Keep them fresher in ideal conditions near 0°C to 
retain the vitamins and minerals for longer. With two 
separate compartments the transfer of unpleasant 
smells will be avoided.

hyperFresh Premium models: These variants come 
complete with a larger full-length 0°C chiller drawer, 
where fish and meat are stored at the perfect 
temperature.

Shelf life maximised: hyperFresh Plus
The hyperFresh Plus drawer doesn’t just store food, 
it provides the right conditions to keep them fresher 
for longer. Whether it’s fruit or vegetables, increase 
shelf life and reduce food wastage. Simply switch 
between the 2 control settings, and the humidity will 
be adjusted for optimum storage of your food.
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Stay connected your kitchen, with Home Connect.

With noFrost technology you’ll never have the job of defrosting 
the freezer again.

noFrost
Defrosting the freezer is now done automatically. Siemens freezers are 
equipped with intelligent sensor-controlled technology to save the hassle 
of defrosting the freezer. An air-circulation system guides the humidity to 
the outside of the refrigerator into an external evaporation tray, and sensors 
measure the degree of humidity and any frost production – ensuring the 
appliance is periodically defrosted without the need to turn off the appliance 
or empty it out. Also, ice no longer forms on the inside of the refrigerator, 
and the appliance’s energy consumption remains consistently low.

Home Connect fridges
Cooling appliances with Home Connectoffer 
you the ability to flexibly control your 
appliances using your smart device, such as 
your smart phone or tablet. This means you 
can control your appliance out of home; for 
example adjusting the fridge temperature 
to cool down as you are on your way home 
from a food shop, or setting your fridge to 
holiday mode whilst at the airport.

The iQ500 Fridge Freezer with internal cameras
Our KG36NHI32 with Home Connect also features two internal fridge cameras that can 
be linked to your Home Connect app. See what’s available in your fridge without actually 
being at home. No more guess work needed, this iQ500 fridge freezer can help you to plan 
ahead. With food recognition, the App can also suggest recipes suitable for the available 
ingredients you have within your fridge. 

The Home Connect fridge with cameras can also recognise and suggest both delicious 
recipes based on the contents in your fridge, as well as suggesting better storage options for 
your food. For example, advising you to move strawberries from a shelf to the hyperFresh 
drawers, to prolong freshness for extra convenience.

lowFrost
Thanks to the innovative lowFrost technology with the special evaporator, 
not only is there less icing that is more homogeneous, but also defrosting is 
much faster than in conventional systems. All lowFrost models have a water 
drainage system, to allow removal of all thawed water during the defrosting 
process.

lowFrost
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Cooling key 
features.

*Selected models only

Optimum temperature guaranteed*
Keeping food at the optimum temperature 
the multiAirflow System helps to circulate 
air around the fridge evenly, meaning that 
temperatures on all shelves are maintained. 
Ensuring freshness as well as saving energy, 
the multiAirflow System cools down new 
warmer food entering the fridge 40% faster 
than a standard fridge, because the motor 
doesn’t need to work as hard to cool the 
fridge down.

Elegant, energy efficient lighting*
LED lighting is the most efficient lighting 
available, and we have integrated them 
seamlessly into the side walls of the fridge for 
maximum illumination and no loss of fridge 
space. The freezer drawer is also lit in the same 
way with bright, non-glare light.

Keeps food smells separate*
The airFresh filter separates smells, ensuring 
that the fridge smells fresh at all times. The 
airFresh filter neutralises odours in the fridge, 
ensuring that smells don’t transfer between 
foods, while the Anti-microbial filter stops the 
transfer of germs and bacteria. Sweet and 
savoury can sit side-by-side so you can enjoy 
a fresh smelling fridge every time they open 
the door.

Flexible storage*
Flexibility to meet ever-changing lifestyles is 
guaranteed with flexiShelf. Having half the 
shelf folded back makes room on the lower 
shelf for large items and bottles, whilst having 
it down creates extra shelf space. While the 
bigBox has the capacity for storing whole 
frozen turkeys.

antiFingerprint*
Stainless steel is a great colour but sticky 
fingers and stainless steel a bad combination. 
Therefore several models are available with a 
“steel look”, but are fingerprint free and easy 
to wipe clean.
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easyAccess shelving zone – single door freezers
Creates additional space whilst delivering the design 
of an American fridge freezer interior compartment

easyLift
Adjustable door trays and glass shelves that can be
moved even when full. Now that’s convenience.

Bottle rack
Available on some models which is the perfect place
to store wine of all varieties and make the best use 
of space in your fridge.

multiAirflow system
This system works with the electronics to optimise 
the air circulation within the fridge and freezer 
compartments to ensure even cooling throughout 
the appliance. This means wherever you place your 
groceries it will cool them quickly no matter where 
they are placed. The back wall of the appliance has 
open vents which work with the cooling circuit to 
draw cold air into each compartment.

easyAccess shelving

LED Illumination easyLift door trays

multiAirflow Bottle rack
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Experience 
intelligent cool.
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Keep food fresh for longer with sensor-controlled cooling.

Explore more features
that work around your
lifestyle.

Shatterproof and easy to clean: 
the safetyGlass shelves:
All saftey glass shelves are made 
from extra strong, easy-to-clean 
safety glass. If something tips 
over, the spillage is contained and 
does not spill into the rest of the 
refrigerator compartment.

holidayMode
When you’re on holiday or a 
business trip, Holiday Mode will 
ensure that food in the freezer 
stays cold enough to maintain 
freshness whilst reducing its 
energy output. Our fridges also 
feature a warning alarm that 
signals when the door has been 
left open, ensuring that energy 
isn’t needlessly wasted and 
preserving the food inside.

       freshSense
Fresh food, guaranteed for longer. With 
conventional fridges, varying surrounding 
temperatures and the continuous opening of the 
refrigerator door lead to temperature changes 
inside the appliance. To ensure this does not 
affect your food, sensors immediately react. The 
freshSense sensors activate the moment a change 
in temperature is registered, for example when 
products are stored away, and compensates for this 
change in an instant. Therefore the temperature 
always remains within the optimum range, and your 
food stays fresh and delicious for longer.

1

       superCool
Ensures that warmer food entering the fridge does 
not increase the fridge temperature, which can 
affect other food.

3

       Inverter motor
The intelligent inverter technology is a clever 
combination of the inverter motor and sensor. The 
sensors register every slight change in temperature 
or humidity inside the refrigerator, for example 
when the door is opened or warm food is stored. 
This information is then passed to the inverter 
motor, which adapts its need for energy accordingly. 
This means you can cool food intelligently and 
energy efficiently, and thanks to the high-quality 
inverter motor, incredibly quietly.

2

       superFreeze
superFreeze makes sure that warmer food added to 
the freezer doesn’t raise the freezer temperature, 
stopping food partially defrosting.

4
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Model KG56NHI306 KG56NAX30U

Product description iQ 500 
505 litre no frost fridge / bottom freezer 
Inox easyClean, side panels pearl grey

iQ500 
505 litre no frost fridge / bottom freezer 
doors black,  inox-antifingerprint

Product Features 4 Freezer 
100% CFC/HFC free
Multi Airflow System
No-frost freezer
Camera in the appliance, Remote Monitoring and Control, iService
Two cooling systems
Premium Touchcontrol electronic
SUPER cool function with automatic switch off
SUPER freeze function
LED interior light with Soft Start in fridge section
Acoustic open door warning system
Freezing capacity: 18kg/24hrs
Storage time in event of power failure: 24hrs
Door right hinged (not reversible)

4 Freezer
100% CFC/HFC free
Multi Airflow System
No-frost freezer
freshSense: Constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
Two cooling systems
Premium Touchcontrol electronic
SUPER cool function
SUPER freeze function with automatic switch off
Acoustic open door warning system
Freezing capacity: 18kg/24hrs
Storage time in event of power failure: 24hrs
Door right hinged, reversible

Interior Features
Refrigerator Section

Air Fresh Filter
LED interior light with Soft Start
4 safety glass shelves, of which 3 are height adjustable
1 2-wave bottle rack, plastic
4 door bins
Freshness System:
2 x hyperFresh 0° C plus boxes
hyperFresh plus box with adjustable humidity control

Air Fresh Filter
LED interior light
4 safety glass shelves, of which 3 are height adjustable
1 2-wave bottle rack, plastic
4 door bins
Freshness system: 
2x hyperFresh 0°C plus boxes
hyperFresh plus box with adjustable humidity

Interior Features
Freezer Section

2 transparent freezer drawers 2 transparent freezer drawers

Product specs Rating: 100W
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 400 litres
Freezer Capacity: 105 litres
Energy consumption: 325 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 193.0 cm x 70.0 cm x 80.0 cm

Rating: 100W
Energy Efficiency class: A++ 
Fridge Capacity: 400 litres
Freezer Capacity: 105 litres 
Energy consumption: 325kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 193.0 cm x 70.0 cm x 80.0 cm

 Barcode 4242003897881 4242003738641

Price Excl. VAT* R 18 868.70 R 15 912.17

Price Incl. VAT* R 21 699.00 R 18 299.00
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Model
KG36NXIEA 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

KG36N7IEP

Product description iQ300
324 litre no frost fridge / bottom freezer
Inox easyClean, side panels pearl grey

iQ 300
326 litre noFrost fridge / bottom freezer 
Inox easyClean, side panels pearl grey

Product Features 4 Freezer 
100% CFC/HFC free
Multi Airflow system
No-frost freezer
freshSense: Constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
Twin LED electronic control
Two Cooling Systems
Visual and acoustic door open warning system
SUPER cool function
SUPER freeze function
Storage time in event of power failure: 16hrs
Freezing capacity: 14kg  24hrs
Door right hinged, reversible

4 Freezer
100% CFC/HFC free
Multi Airflow System
No-frost freezer
Two cooling systems
Twin LED electronic control
SUPER cool function
LED interior light
Optical and acoustic open door warning system
Freezing capacity: 10kg/24hrs
Storage time in event of power failure: 16hrs
Door right hinged, reversible

Interior Features
Refrigerator Section

AirFresh Filter
LED with Soft Start
4 safety glass shelves of which 2 are height adjustable
Bottle grid
3 door bins
Freshness System:
Capacity near 0°C section: 24 l
1 hyperFresh box with adjustable humidity 
2 hyperFresh <0°C> boxes with temperature control

4 safety glass shelves, of which 2 are height adjustable
1 door shelf, large, 2 door shelf small

Freshness System:
2 x hyperFresh   boxes with temperature control: keeps fish and 
meat up to 2x longer fresh
1 x hyperFresh box with adjustable humidity: keeps fruits and 
vegetables up to 2x longer fresh

Interior Features
Freezer Section

3 transparent freezer drawers
Vario Zone - removable glass shelves for extra space

3 Transparen freezer drawers

Product specs Rating: 100W
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 237 litres net
Freezer Capacity: 87 litres net
Energy Consumption: 260 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions: (H x W x D): 186.0 cm x 60.0 cm x 66.0 cm

Rating: 100W
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 237 litres
Freezer Capacity: 89 litres
Energy consumption: 238 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186 cm x 60.0 cm x 66.0 cm

Barcode 4242003869024 4242003835012

Price Excl. VAT* R 12 433.91 R 12 433.91

Price Incl. VAT* R 14 299.00 R 14 299.00
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Model
KS36VVI30Z 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

GS36NVI30Z 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

Product description iQ300 
346 litre single door full fridge,
inox easyClean

iQ300 
237 litre full freezer single door, 
inox easyClean

Product Features 100% CFC/HFC Free
Auto Defrost 
LED Electronic temperature control
freshSense – Constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
SUPER cool function
Dynamic cooling via integrated fan
Interior with metal applications
High-door, softline, cambered
Vertical bar handle: Stainless Steel
Door left hinged, reversible

4 Freezer
100% CFC/HFC free
No Frost Freezer
vitaControl – constant temperature via sensor technology
LED Electronic temperature control
SUPER freeze function with automatic switch-off
Acoustic / Visual alarm
Storage time in event of power failure: 19 hours
Freezing capacity: 20kg in 24 hours
High-door, softline, cambered
Vertical bar handle: Stainless Steel
Door right hinged, reversible

Interior Features Crisper Box with humidity control
7 Safety Glass shelves, of which 5 are height adjustable and 6 
glass plates extendable
5 Door Bins of which one is a dairy compartment
LED interior light
Height adjustable front feet
Bottle Grid
Freshness system: 1 hyerFresh Box with humidity control

2 compartments with glass shelves and transparent hinge
varioZone – removable safety glass shelves for extra space
5 transparent Freezer drawers, incl. 2 Big Box
Height adjustable front feet

Optional Accessories KSZ36AL00 Connection Set Inox KSZ36AL00 Connection Set Inox

Product specs Energy Efficiency class: A++ kWh/yr 112
Rating: 90W
Fridge Capacity: 346 litres net
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 x 60.0 x 65.0 cm

Energy Efficiency class: A++ kWh/yr 234
Rating: 90W
Freezer Capacity: 237 litres net
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 x 60.0 x 65.0 cm

Barcode 4242003815892 4242003815908

Price Excl. VAT* R 17 390.43 R 17 390.43

Price Incl. VAT* R 19 999.00 R 19 999.00

No-frost
Matching Pair
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Model KS36VVIEP GS36NVIFV

Product description iQ300 
346 litre single door full fridge 
Inox easyClean, side panels pearl grey

iQ300 
242 litre single door full freezer 
Inox easyClean, side panels pearl grey

Product Features 100% CFC/HFC free
Auto Defrost
LED electronic control
freshSense - constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
SUPER cool: automatic deactivation
Dynamic cooling via integrated fan
Wall-side door opening, no side clearance needed at all
Door left hinged, reversible

4 Freezer
100% CFC/HFC free
No Frost Freezer
LED electronic control
freshSense - constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
SUPER freeze: automatic deactivation
Acoustic / Visual alarm
Freezing capacity: 19kg in 24 hours
Wall-side door opening, no side clearance needed at all
Door right hinged, reversible

Interior Features 7 safety glass shelves of which 5 are height adjustable,                                                             
6 x easyAccess Shelf, extendable
Bottle grid
5 door bins, there of 1x dairy compartment
LED interior light
Freshness System:
1 hyperFresh box with adjustable humidity

Vario Zone - removable safety glass shelves for extra space
5 transparent freezer drawers, incl.2 x Big Box
Ice cube tray

Optional Accessories KS36ZAL00 Connection set inox KS36ZAL00 Connection set inox

Product specs Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 346 litres
Energy consumption: 116 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 cm x 60.0 cm x 65.0 cm

Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 242 litres
Energy consumption: 294 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 cm x 60.0 cm x 65.0 cm

Barcode 4242003871065 4242003868058

Price Excl. VAT* R 17 390.43 R 17 390.43

Price Incl. VAT* R 19 999.00 R 19 999.00

No-frost
Matching Pair
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Model KS36VAXEP GS36NAXEP

Product description iQ500 
346 litre single door full fridge 
Black stainless steel, side panels cast iron colour

iQ500
242 litre single door full freezer 
black stainless steel, side panels cast iron colour

Product Features 100% CFC/HFC free
Auto Defrost
LED electronic control
freshSense - constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
SUPER cool: automatic deactivation
Dynamic cooling via integrated fan
Acoustic open door warning system
Wall-side door opening, no side clearance needed at all.
Door left hinged, reversible

4 Freezer
100% CFC/HFC free
No Frost Freezer
Multi Airflow-System
LED Illumination
LED electronic control
freshSense - constant temperature by intelligent sensor 
technology
SUPER freeze: automatic deactivation
Acoustic / Visual alarm
Freezing capacity: 18kg in 24 hours
Wall-side door opening, no side clearance needed at all
Door right hinged, reversible

Interior Features 7 safety glass shelves of which 4 are height adjustable,                                                             
5 x easyAccess Shelf, extendable
Bottle grid
5 door bins, there of 1 with easyLift and Dairy compartment
LED interior light
Freshness System:
1 hyperFresh box with adjustable humidity
1 Fresh box on telescoping rails

Vario Zone - removable safety glass shelves for extra space
4 transparent freezer drawers, incl.2 x Big Box
Removable easy twist ice box

Optional Accessories KS39ZAX00 Connection set cast iron KS39ZAX00 Connection set cast iron

Product specs Rating:90W
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 346 litres
Energy consumption: 116 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 cm x 60.0 cm x 65.0 cm

Rating: 90W
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Fridge Capacity: 242 litres
Energy consumption: 234 kWh/yr
Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 186.0 cm x 60.0 cm x 65.0 cm

Barcode 4242003875865 4242003877661

Price Excl. VAT* R 19 129.57 R 19 129.57

Price Incl. VAT* R 21 999.00 R 21 999.00

No-frost
Matching Pair
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Gas cookers

Some people prefer gas cooking. Some prefer electric. Some prefer the best of both. But one 
thing just about everyone agrees on is a perfectly roasted chicken. Professionally equipped 
for cooking, baking, frying and roasting with the efficient combination of electric oven and 
gas cooktop, Siemens gas cookers offer instantaneous heat, clean energy and maximum 
convenience.

Top/bottom heat*
Top/ bottom heat is the classical heating method 
for all items you want to bake or roast.

Large surface grill*
The large surface grill is ideal when you would like 
to prepare fish, steaks or toast in the oven. It’s also 
suited for au gratin dishes.

Defrost*
 The defrosting heating method is perfect for 
gentle defrosting of frozen food items.

3D hot air*
 By means of 3-D Hot Air, cooking cakes and 
biscuits can be prepared on up to three levels at 
the same time.

Flame failure device*
This is a device attached to the gas burner 
mechanism that will stop the flow of gas 
immediately, if the flame goes out. This is a safety 
feature in the gas stove so that there is no build up 
of gas if the flame accidently goes out. 

*Selected models only
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Model HQ737357Z

Product description iQ500 
90 cm freestanding gas / electric cooker,  
5 burner, double fan

Heating methods Top/Bottom Heat, Circulating air, Hot Air grilling, Defrost, Large surface grill, Conventional heat ECO, Hot air and bottom heat

Comfort and safety Cavity volume: 112 litres
Temperature control between 50-270°C
Electronic clock
Oven interior light

Design Glass oven door with bar handle
Stainless steel
Storage compartment
Shelf support rails
Adjustable feet

Cleaning Catalytic liners (rear and side walls)

Comfort and safety Professional stainless steel design gas hob
5 burner gas hob: 1 wok burner 4.0kW, 2 standard burners 1.8kW, 1 economy burner 1.0kW, 1 rapid burner 2.9kW
Flame failure safety device, if the flame cuts out the gas supply stops
1 hand electric ignition via control knobs

Design Cast Iron pan supports

Accessories 2 x Enamel Baking Trays
1 x Grill Shelf

Product specs Unit dimensions (H x W x D): 84.6 x 89.8 x 60.0 cm
Rating: 3200 W

Barcode 4242003751985
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Contact our award-winning
customer services team.

Award Winning Customer Service
Siemens is part of BSH Home Appliances, 
winner of the 2018 Domestic and General
Total Excellence and Quality Award.
This award is based on surveys sent to 
customers of most of the major home 
appliance manufacturers and confirms 
our commitment to offering Siemens 
customers the very best customer service.

Purchasing a Siemens appliance gives 
you access to our expert customer 
service team for the lifetime of your 
appliance. With 2 year and 5 year 
manufacturer’s warranties on offer*, 
multi-award winning products to 
choose from and assistance from 
an outstanding customer service 
department, you can be assured that 
the appliance you are buying will offer 
peace of mind.

Expert advice
Siemens customer service staff are full 
of knowledge and expertise, whether 
you have a question about your Siemens 
appliance, want to order replacement spare 
parts or require an engineer to repair your 
appliance.
With engineers based locally across the 
country**, no one is better suited to help, 
and all Siemens repairs are analysed in 
advance so that we bring the correct 
replacement spare parts likely to be needed 
on the first visit***.

Original replacement spare parts
Order replacement parts online and access 
exploded diagrams to help you locate the 
correct part. As a manufacturer we only 
use original spare parts and we keep a 
comprehensive range of parts available for 
up to ten years to ensure the quality of your 
appliance. You can also browse appliance 
diagrams online to locate and purchase the 
parts you need.

Accessories and cleaning products
You can order accessories and cleaning 
products quickly and easily via our Siemens 
online shop. The Siemens shop has an 
extensive selection of accessories to help you 
get the most out of your Siemens appliance.
With our range of tested and approved 
cleaning and care products you can keep 
your appliance looking great and working at 
its optimum performance. You can quickly 
order accessories and cleaning products by 
telephone on 0860 026 724 (option 2) or by 

visiting siemens-home.bsh-group.com/za 
Arrange a Siemens engineer visit
Need to arrange an engineer visit? No 
problem. Simply call our customer service 
team to discuss the problem with your 
appliance and if needed we will arrange a 
home appointment with an engineer at a 
time and date that’s convenient for you.
Siemens appliances are built to the highest 
standards but if you do require an engineer 
to repair your appliance, we are here to help, 
whether your appliance is inside or outside 
the manufacturer’s warranty period. You can 
book an appointment by telephone on 0860 
026 724 (option 1) or you can book online.

Our engineers are employed and trained by 
Siemens and are based locally around the 
country**.

No one knows our appliances better, and 
all repairs are analysed in advance by our 
technical team so that the parts likely to be 
needed to complete the repair are sent to the 
engineer’s van the night before the visit***.

* The 5 year manufacturer’s warranty is available on selected appliance models only.
** In certain areas we may use an approved service partner.

*** This process may vary where approved service partners are used by us.
**** Online booking not available in the Republic of Ireland.

† iQdrive warranty covers the cost of a replacement motor only. All labour and call-out charges outside of the 5 year warranty are not 
covered. A full copy of our warranty terms and conditions is available on request, or can be viewed via the Siemens website. Calls to 

0344 numbers are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.
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Customer Service

Built-in Appliances
Total guarantee period: 5 years from date of 
purchase. 
Terms and conditions apply.

BSH Service Centre
Tel: 0860 026 724 
Fax: 0861 171 780 
E-mail: bsh@iopen.co.za

Guarantee Conditions

Freestanding Appliances
Including built-in coffee machine.
Guarantee is not valid if appliance is used in an industrial application.
Total guarantee period: 3 years from date of purchase
Transport damages will only be accepted 7 days after delivery to end user or 
contractor working on behalf of end user (kitchen company, building contractor).
First year full guarantee on parts and labour – excluding very fragile parts i.e. glass, 
plastic, light bulbs.
Second year guarantee on all functional parts only: electronics, timers, switches, pumps, 
motors, compressors, locks, valves, thermostats, fan, plus labour to repair or replace.
Third year guarantee on all functional parts only: electronics, timers, switches, 
pumps, motor, compressor, locks, valves, thermostats.
After guarantee expires, customer must pay a charge of R430 excl. VAT (annual 
increase applies) towards labour costs.

Small Appliances
a)  Coffee machines, kettles, toasters, irons, hand mixers, slicers, rod mixers.
 Carry in appliances to BSH or dealers stores
 Total guarantee: 1 year from date of purchase
  If faulty appliances cannot be repaired, the appliance will be replaced.
 Second to fifth year an exchange price list will apply.
b) Automatic espresso machines, kitchen machines, vacuum cleaners.
 Carry in appliances to BSH or dealers stores
 Total guarantee: 1 year full guarantee for all parts and labour 

Condition governing appliance service
1.  A guarantee claim ceases once repair or work is undertaken by a person 

not entitled by BSH to do so or if the appliance is provided with spare parts, 
attachments or accessories that are not original, therefore causing damage.

2.  The guarantee is given in such a manner that defective parts are repaired free of 
charge or – and this is BSH choice – replaced by perfect parts.

3.  A claim under guarantee does not cause an extension of the guarantee period 
nor does it start a new guarantee period.

4.  If BSH refuses repair or repair fails and the end user so requires, a replacement 
of equal value is supplied free of charge within the above guarantee period.

5.  These conditions of guarantee are applicable to appliances purchased in South 
Africa. If appliances are taken abroad and meet the technical requirements (e.g. 
voltage, frequency, type of gas etc) of such country while also being suitable for 
the respective climate and environmental conditions, these terms of guarantee are 
applicable only if BSH have an approved customer service network in such country.

* Valid from February 2008

5 year
Guarantee
Built-in appliances



Siemens Home Appliances

Head Office

37 Commerce Crescent (First Floor)

Kramerville

Johannesburg

Tel: (011) 265-7800

Fax: (011) 265-7817

Brand Experience Centre Johannesburg

30 Archimedes Street

Kramerville

Johannesburg

2148

Tel: 010 001 0019

Brand Experience Centre Cape Town

17 Church Street

Bree Street Studios

Cape Town

8000

Tel: 021 550 9900

siemens-home.bsh-group.com/za/

BSH Group is a Trademark Licensee of Siemens AG.
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